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Issue: Patients hospitalized due to post-orthopedic surgical procedures have a decreased ability to leave their beds or are completely immobile. These patients did not have a convenient method to wash hands, especially before eating. We recognized the importance of initiating an intervention to provide a simple method for hand hygiene and improve the patient experience at the bedside.

Project: A product needs assessment was conducted prior to evaluation of current hand hygiene products available for use at the bedside. Products evaluated included those with at least 60-70% ethyl-alcohol to meet guidelines for hand-hygiene in healthcare facilities. It was also important to provide a product that would not need to be frequently replenished. A packet of twenty 65.90% ethyl-alcohol wipes containing was chosen for these patients after evaluating several patient appropriate hand hygiene products. Patients were instructed to use the hand-wipes before eating, drinking, and after elimination. An unexpected product shortage was experienced during our one year examination of outcomes.

Results: Unexpected outcomes were noted after instituting the patient hand hygiene product. Our Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare providers and systems (HCAHPS) scores improved in the “cleanliness of the hospital environment”. From the Red Zone (two quarters prior to intervention) to the Green Zone during all three quarters after implementing the patient hand-wipes. An unexpected shortage was experienced during the next two quarters, which resulted in another Red Zone quarter. Satisfaction scores improved to another Green Zone quarter when product was restocked. The unit also experienced an increase in employee hand hygiene during the intervention period.

Lessons Learned: Implementation and consistency of a bedside hand hygiene program for patients with lowered mobility can enhance the overall patient experience during their stay in the hospital.
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ABSTRACT

Issue: Patients hospitalized due to post-orthopedic surgical procedures have a decreased ability to leave their beds or be completely immobile. These patients did not have a convenient method to wash hands, especially before eating. The mobility can enhance the overall patient experience during their stay in the hospital. Scores displayed here are based on objective outcome assessments. J Arthroplasty 2001;16(6):740-747.

Project: A product needs assessment was conducted prior to evaluation of current hand hygiene products available for use at the bedside. An unexpected product shortage was experienced during our one year examination of outcomes. An unexpected product shortage was experienced during our one year examination of outcomes. The unit also experienced an increase in cleanliness of the hospital environment during all three quarters after implementing the patient hand-wipes. Satisfaction scores improved to another Green Zone during all three quarters after implementing the patient hand-wipes. The unit also experienced an increase in

PROJECT

A product needs assessment was conducted prior to evaluation of current hand hygiene products available for use at the bedside. An unexpected product shortage was experienced during our one year examination of outcomes. An unexpected product shortage was experienced during our one year examination of outcomes. The unit also experienced an increase in cleanliness of the hospital environment during all three quarters after implementing the patient hand-wipes. Satisfaction scores improved to another Green Zone during all three quarters after implementing the patient hand-wipes. The unit also experienced an increase in

RESULTS

► HCAHPS scores were noted in GREEN ZONE when patient Handwipes were NOT available

BACKGROUND

The goals of the Orthopedics & Joint Replacement Center at Saint Francis Hospital include post-surgical comfort, zero infections, speedy recovery and patient satisfaction. Process improvement projects with collaboration across many departments has been a key component of many successful interventions to reduce infections and improve patient satisfaction within our surgical orthopedic patient population. These projects play an important role in becoming a recognized leader within the region. The Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) score improved in the “cleanliness of the hospital environment”. From the Red Zone (two quarters prior to intervention) to the Green Zone during all three quarters after implementing the patient hand-wipes. An unexpected product shortage was experienced during the Red Zone quarter, within hospital control, the product was not always available. Unexpected product shortages were

ISSUE

Patients hospitalized due to post-orthopedic surgical procedures have a decreased ability to leave their beds or be completely immobile. These patients did not have a convenient method to wash hands, especially before eating. We recognized the importance of initiating an intervention to provide a simple method for hand hygiene and improve the patient experience at the bedside. bedside.

LESSONS LEARNED

► Implementation and consistency of a bedside hand hygiene program for patients with lowered mobility can enhance the overall patient experience during their stay in the hospital.

► "Cleanliness of the hospital environment" may include a much broader patient experience than
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